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Objective
To dissect the regulation of ciliary trafficking by small GTPases.

Methods

Results
Upon disengagement from the IFT-B complex, the IFT27/RabL4 subunit directly and specifically recognizes nucleotide-empty ARL6.

IFT27 stabilizes nucleotide-empty ARL6 against aggregation, supporting a role for IFT27 in promoting nucleotide exchange on ARL6.

Immunocytochemistry on IFT27-depleted cells reveals hyperaccumulation of ARL6 and BBSome in cilia.

Direct measurements of ciliary entry and exit rates show that IFT27 promotes BBSome exit out of cilia with no influence on entry, thus placing the site of IFT27 action within cilia.

While the BBSome is normally associated with IFT trains inside cilia, most of the BBSome is dissociated from IFT trains in IFT-depleted cells.

A putative BBSome cargo, the Hedgehog signaling intermediate GPR161, accumulates inside cilia of IFT27 and ARL6 knockout cells.

Conclusions
Our data suggest that upon disassembly of IFT/BBSome trains at the tip, the IFT27 subunit transiently detaches from the IFT complex to participate in GTP loading onto ARL6, which then triggers formation of a retrograde BBSome coat for trafficking of the BBSome and its associated cargoes out of cilia. In other words, the disassembly of an anterograde IFT/BBSome train produces the trigger for assembly of the future retrograde IFT/BBSome train.